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Abstract: This paper reviews the major issues involved in Hardin’s [1] tragedy of the
commons, written over 44 years ago, and examines whether these issues are still relevant
today. We assert that this model still provides important insight to aid in the solution to our
global problems. In particular, we maintain that the underlying issues of growth against
limits and bounded rationality are still not adequately recognized and addressed;
this underlies many of the reasons for our unsustainable world. Examples from fisheries
management are used to examine potential solutions and reveal weaknesses in current
approaches. We show how our current, restricted mental models promote social injustice
and blind us to developing sustainable solutions. Both the neo-liberal economic view of
business that directly seeks growth and the new sustainable development view that
indirectly supports growth are leading our global economy in the wrong direction and away
from prosperity and sustainability. Current thinking has not realized Hardin’s message that
sustainability is of the class of no technology solution problems. We conclude with
recommendations to radically advance a new world view and business paradigm.
Keywords: bounded rationality; business growth; common pool resources; growth against
limits; social justice; sustainability; system thinking; tragedy of the commons

1. Introduction
In Garrett Hardin’s seminal essay, the tragedy of the commons, Hardin illustrates a dilemma faced
by mankind when confronted with the freedom to make individual choices in situations where the sum
total of individual, rational decisions has ramifications for the common good. The main focus of his
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essay actually deals with the problem of unrestrained population growth. Hardin argues that the
population problem belongs to the class of “no technology solution problems.” He defines a technology
solution as one that requires only a change in the techniques of the natural sciences, demanding little or
nothing in the way of change in human values or ideas of morality [1]. The essential arguments for this
case rest on several well understood concepts: (1) in a finite world with a given or reasonable level of
technology, increases in the global population will result in a declining standard of living, or at some
point “will greatly increase human misery;” (2) One cannot attempt “to provide the greatest good for
the greatest number” because it is not mathematically possible to maximize for two or more variables
at the same time [2]. If we attempt to maximize population then we have the problem with providing
sufficient amounts of energy for this biological base. In addition, even if sufficient technology were
developed to produce this level of energy (e.g. nuclear power, fusion, etc.) we then have to deal with
the dissipation of this energy. Hardin seems to understand and implicitly advance the notion that a
large and growing population will continuously push up against the limits of a finite planet.
The population problem is intertwined with Adam Smith’s notion of the “invisible hand” or the idea
that individuals’ acting in their own self-interest in free markets will generate behavior that is in the
public interest [1]. The contradiction to Adam Smith’s invisible hand is provided by the
following scenario:
The tragedy of the commons develops in this way. Picture a pasture open to all. It is to be
expected that each herdsman will try to keep as many cattle as possible on the commons. Such
an arrangement may work reasonably satisfactorily for centuries because tribal wars, poaching,
and disease keep the numbers of both man and beast well below the carrying capacity of the
land. Finally, however, comes the day of reckoning, that is, the day when the long-desired goal
of social stability becomes a reality. At this point, the inherent logic of the commons
remorselessly generates tragedy.
As a rational being, each herdsman seeks to maximize his gain. Explicitly or implicitly, more or
less consciously, he asks, “What is the utility to me of adding one more animal to my herd?”
This utility has one negative and one positive component.
1. The positive component is a function of the increment of one animal. Since the herdsman
receives all the proceeds from the sale of the additional animal, the positive utility is
nearly +1.
2. The negative component is a function of the additional overgrazing created by one more
animal. Since however, the effects of overgrazing are shared by all the herdsmen, the
negative utility for any particular decision-making herdsman is only a fraction of –1.
Adding together the component partial utilities, the rational herdsman concludes that the only
sensible course for him to pursue is to add another animal to the herd. And another (…) but this
is the conclusion reached by each and every rational herdsman sharing a commons. Therein is
the tragedy. Each man is locked into a system that compels him to increase his herd without
limit—in a world that is limited. Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each
pursuing his own best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of the commons.
Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all [1].
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Both the population problem and the overuse of resources (tragedy of the commons) can be
analyzed from the perspective of systems thinking. The next section explains systems thinking
principles to help understand the situation and explicitly define the interconnected feedback
structure involved.
1.1. Systems Thinking
A system can be defined as a set of interdependent components organized by design to accomplish
one or more objectives [3]. Systems may be comprised of and organized by subsystems and each of
these may interact with each other as well as with their environment and share information. One of the
features of complex systems that make their behavior difficult to understand or complex is that
components, subsystems and systems are so interconnected. It is difficult to change just one thing
(component) without it having an effect on many other components and systems.
A more useful and truer picture of our complex systems will show the feedback structure involved.
Although systems may involve many hundreds of variables or components variously interconnected,
the long-run dynamic behavior of complex systems is generated by the interaction of just two basic
types of feedback loops, either reinforcing feedback that increases or amplifies changes or balancing
feedback loops that counteract or oppose change [4]. Figure 1 illustrates a reinforcing feedback loop
where births lead to a higher population. This is a reinforcing feedback relationship and therefore a
higher population (increase) also leads to higher births (increase) (i.e., the ‘+’ symbol indicates the
same direction of change, see Figure 1b). The graph (Figure 1a) demonstrates that this produces an
exponential growth pattern. Such a graph over time can be generated from all reinforcing feedback
loops: for example, the higher the amount on deposit in the savings account will lead to higher interest
income that adds to a higher bank balance. Reinforcing feedback loops can also operate to produce a
decay pattern over time. If a population is declining due to greater predation, hunting (or fishing) or
other influences then a lower population level leads to a lower net birth rate. Thus, a decrease in births
leads to a decrease in the population (i.e., the ‘+’ symbol indicates the same direction of change)
which then leads back to a decrease in births.
Naturally, rabbits do not generate infinite or astronomical population levels as shown in Figure 1a.
Eventually limits are reached. In Figures 2a and 2b, the reinforcing loop, R1, generates rapid growth in
the rabbit population in the beginning, but the balancing loops, B2, and B3 and B4 (see Figure 2b),
begin to dominate as the population pushes up against the carrying capacity of the environment
(the ‘–‘ symbol indicates the opposite direction of change, so as the population increases the resource
adequacy decreases. The reverse would also be true, if the population was decreasing then the
resource adequacy would be increasing). When resources decrease and balancing feedback loops
dominate, we observe the common S-shaped behavior-over-time graph (Figure 2a). This pattern is
quite common in many natural populations since there are often many limiting factors to place a check
on runaway (exponential) population growth.
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Figure 1. Graph and Causal Loop Diagram of Reinforcing Feedback; (a) Rabbit
Population Graph, Behavior over Time of Reinforcing Feedback; (b) Causal Loop
Diagram (CLD) of Reinforcing Feedback.
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Figure 2. Graph and Causal Loop Diagram of Reinforcing and Balancing Feedback;
(a) Rabbit Population and Behavior-Over-Time Graph; (b) Causal Loop Diagram of both
Reinforcing and Balancing Feedback, Rabbit Population.
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1.2. Systems Thinking and Tragedy of the Commons
Figure 3 displays the tragedy of the commons as a causal loop diagram. Reinforcing loops R1 and
R2 show the initial economic behavior of individuals in an open access, common pool resource
situation. Actor A and actor B both pursue activities, such as adding cattle to the pasture and both
actors receive economic benefit. Although total activity increases there is little or no loss in
productivity since they are not near the resource limit and there is little or no effect on the
“gain/individual activity.” Eventually however, productivity drops as they move closer to the resource
limit and actors A and B are faced with a decision. If they do what is “best for all concerned” then
balancing loops B3 and B4 should dominate and activity should cycle down to an acceptable level.
However, each actor, operating under economic rationality decides that they will receive the
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full-benefit of the activity but only bear a fraction of the cost. Thus, each actor is compelled to add
more activity and reinforcing loops R5 and R6 dominate. Additionally, after a delay, the resources
limit itself erodes (such as cattle overgrazing and destroying the regenerative capacity, R7 loop) which
further decreases the “gain/individual activity.” The end result is economic ruin for all as growth
activity in the commons exceeds the carrying capacity.
In Figure 3 we see the two dominant features of the tragedy of the commons: (1) growth against
limits (in reinforcing loops R1 and R2 against resource limits), and (2) individual decision making that
is dominated by bounded rationality (in reinforcing loops R5 and R6). Bounded rationality is a
fundamental feature of individual decision making in organizations where individuals make rational
decisions in situations where the choice set is simplified [5]. In organizations, simplification is
necessary because of the large number of feasible choices and the large amount of information
required for monitoring and coordinating actions [6]. In a tragedy of the commons dilemma,
individuals make rational, local decisions based on their limited information. In essence, there is
missing information feedback on the state of the commons resource itself and also on the behavior of
the other users [7]. Bounded rationality means that seemingly rational choice by individuals as
decentralized decision makers does not guarantee that their choices are consistent and
mutually supportive [6].
In order to avoid tragedy Hardin concluded that the commons must either be privatized
(free market) or kept as public property where rights to entry and use could be allocated and managed
(a form of socialism) [1,8,9]. The next section reviews the solutions advanced since the original paper.
Figure 3. Tragedy of the commons as a Causal Loop Diagram.
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2. Common Pool Resource Challenges
2.1. Local Solutions to Common Pool Resource Problems
Ostrom and her colleagues [10] viewed Hardin’s conclusions as painting a dark, pessimistic view of
commons resources and have disputed his implicit view that commons problems require some type of
strong central control. In fact, Ostrom [11,12] and others [8] have documented numerous cases where
local users have been able to self-organize to manage common property resources. Researchers have
stressed that to properly understand commons problems one must separate concepts related to resource
systems from those that concern property rights. The term common pool resource (CPR) is used to
denote resources where: (1) exclusion of users through physical and institutional means is especially
costly (exclusion property), and (2) exploitation by one user reduces resource availability for others
(subtractability property) [13].
The prediction for a tragedy of the commons dilemma rests on the belief that all resource users are
selfish, norm-free, and maximizers of short-run results [10]. This view of humanity, that we all adopt a
narrow, self-interested, short-term perspective may hold true in many settings, however, people can
also use reciprocity to overcome social dilemmas [14,15].
Reciprocal cooperation can be established, sustain itself and grow if the proportion of people in a
community who behave in a narrow, self-interested way is not too high [14]. Solving CPR problems
involves two distinct complications: (1) restricting user access to the resource and (2) creating
incentives for users to invest in the resource instead of overexploiting it. When social interactions
enable those who use reciprocity to gain a reputation for trustworthiness, others will be willing to
cooperate with them to overcome CPR or tragedy of the commons situations, which then leads to
increased gains for themselves and their offspring [14]. Thus, close-knit communities of people that
can identify one another are more likely than diverse, separated groups of strangers to use trust,
reciprocity, and reputation to develop norms that restrict access and create incentives for
proper use [11].
However, the ability of local communities to develop social institutions to manage CPRs may not
be easily converted or scaled-up to broader or global social settings. In many cases, environmental
resources span wide geographic areas and may encompass various political boundaries. When diverse
groups are present or there are large numbers of participants, organizing may be more difficult and
many of the requisite characteristics of local CPR solutions may be absent [11].
2.2. Privatization (Free Market) as a Solution to Common Pool Resources
A common pool resource is any area such as a lake, an irrigation system, a forest, or in the case of
global resources, the atmosphere or oceans, where it is difficult to exclude users (exclusion) and where
one person’s consumption or exploitation of resource units makes those units unavailable to others
(subtractability) [13]. Common pool resources are unique in that the difficulty in excluding users is a
characteristic shared with public goods but the subtractability of the resource is shared with
private goods [11].
A fishery is an example of a common pool resource because it is difficult to exclude users and
harvesting fish by one user means that those fish will not be available to others. The appropriation
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problem is the natural incentive for individual users to appropriate more resource units when acting
independently than if there were some way of cooperating and coordinating appropriation among the
group of users [11].
One such scheme of coordinating activities and cooperating is provided by (virtual) privatization in
the form of individual transferrable quotas (ITQs).
2.2.1. An Example: Catch Shares and Individual Transferable Quota (ITQ) Fisheries
Catch shares are allocated privileges to land a portion of the total allowable catch (TAC) [16,17].
ITQ programs are a form of catch shares where the shares are transferrable; share-holders have the
freedom to buy, sell, and lease quota shares [18,19].
Many researchers have hailed ITQ programs as the best solution for fisheries as it combines
economic success while also avoiding overexploitation. The success of ITQ programs is linked to the
increased incentives for long-term management due to a form of property rights or virtual ownership.
Since the economic value of quota shares increases when fish stocks are well managed, ITQ shares
create an economic incentive for stewardship [18–22]. ITQ programs have shown success toward
many goals including biological sustainability and economic profits and output [16,19,21–23].
In addition, Costello et al. [17] examined over 11,000 global fisheries and found evidence that ITQ
managed fisheries are less prone to collapse.
Despite such claims of success ITQ programs have several shortcomings. First, if ITQ rules allow
for large external shareholders then local community fishermen can lose their livelihoods.
Fortunately, through careful planning, rules to restrict share ownership can prevent this problem and
can help local communities to thrive and promote social equity. Second, cheating activities benefit
individuals directly but the negative utility of cheating is shared by all. In other words, the classic
tragedy of the commons is not entirely eliminated. Such activities include quota busting (catching
above quota) and the concomitant misreporting of catch, as well as high-grading (throwing away
under-valued catch so it doesn’t count toward quota). Thus, critics argue that ITQ programs do not
create true property rights. Holding a quota share only provides a right to harvest, but confers no real
control over the resource itself [16,24,25]. Third, the cost of any short-term sacrifice is borne by the
individual. However, long-term benefits that accrue from stock rebuilding are shared by all
fishery participants.
2.2.2. Rebuilding Global, ITQ Fisheries
Rebuilding global fisheries is a problem for free market approaches like ITQ programs.
Although there has been strong evidence that ITQ programs have been successful at preventing
fisheries collapse [17] there has also been evidence that ITQs are less helpful in rebuilding stock
levels. Chu [20] found that in 20 stocks managed by ITQ systems, 12 stocks showed improvements in
stock biomass but 8 of the 20 stocks continued to decline after ITQ implementation. Some of the
declines in fish stocks may be due to inappropriate TACs or low levels of enforcement and harvest
compliance [20].
Rebuilding fish stocks with free market approaches brings to light the fundamental dilemma
between private interests and public interests. Fishermen must be concerned with their short-term
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results and profits while in contrast, public interests are primarily with managing resource stocks for
the long-term to benefit the common good [26].
The perspective of public management of fish resources for the long-term, common good means
that a more conservative or precautionary TAC must be used. Figure 4 displays a comparison of
long-term, total fishery profit for two TAC policies that were generated from a computer simulation of
an ITQ fishery (see [26]). The precautionary policy (lower TAC) allows the fish stock to rebuild and
produces a higher long-term pattern of total fishery profit. Precautionary TAC policy is thus judged to
be far superior for the public and common good.
However, since ITQ holders must remain profitable and competitive, discounted cash flow results
will dominate their decision process. Because precautionary TAC policy produces a “worse before
better” pattern ITQ fisheries will resist management approaches that seek rebuilding.
Figure 4. Rebuilding fisheries with precautionary policy, adopted from [26].
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Figure 5 displays the CLD that summarizes some of the inherent shortcomings with ITQ programs,
and the dilemma between short-term, private interests of fishermen and the local community versus the
public and long-term goals of fishery management.
Figure 5. Policy resistance, diffused responsibility, and ownership, adopted from [26].
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In Figure 5, if we examine a stock rebuilding situation with decreasing bio-economic sustainability
(labeled variable 1) relative to a target stock goal, we can then trace this to an increase in pressure to
lower TACs, then to a decrease in TACs, causing a decrease in catch, and to an increase in the fish
stock, finally leading back to an increase in bio-economic sustainability. In essence, tracing through
this causal path shows fishery management’s response to this problem or gap between the desired and
actual state. Of course, management’s actions are not performed in isolation, but rather they are
interdependent and linked to impacts in the fishery community. Thus, lower catches also lead to lower
revenue and reduced levels of community fishermen’s economic health. Reductions in economic
health can set off various systemic cheating behaviors such as lobbying the political authority,
applying direct pressure on management to raise TAC, and quota busting behavior (illegal catches
above quota). All of these actions are policy resistance as the local community responds to their
short-term economic interests [26].
3. Global Challenges: Environmental Impact, Sustainability and the Global Economy
The tragedy of the commons has been viewed by researchers as primarily a dilemma facing users of
common pool resources. However, a number of fundamental concepts that underlie the tragedy of the
commons can be used to provide insight into global problems of sustainability. Sustainability is
broadly defined as the ability for humans and other life forms to flourish on the Earth forever [27].
The primary global sustainability challenge is to find ways to limit our environmental impacts and live
within the finite limits of the planet.
An important theory on how economies can achieve sustainability is the viewpoint of
environmental Kuznet curves (EKC). The EKC theory is that there is an inverted U-shaped
relationship between economic development and environmental impacts. Specifically, the theory
predicts that environmental impacts will increase in early economic stages of development, but as
economies mature and technologies are adopted, impacts will level-off and decline (see [28–30]).
In essence this theory views environmental quality as a luxury good that more advanced societies can
afford. Additionally, both ecological modernization theory (EMT) [31], and industrial
ecology (IE) [32] also share the belief that material and energy flows of modern production systems
can be dramatically decreased [33]. The three theories support the notion that economies can grow and
still maintain the same level (or even less) of environmental impacts through advances in technology.
We assert that these theories are simply wrong in the belief that economic growth can continue
without increasing negative impacts on the environment and taking us further away
from sustainability.
3.1. Environmental Impact and Growth
Hardin’s basic arguments regarding the population problem also apply to the general problem of
global environmental impact and sustainability. Environmental impact is defined as increases in use of
resources (renewable and non-renewable), and degradation of the environment (land, water, air, and
resources). The classic IPAT formula defines environmental impact as arising from the interaction of 3
major factors [34,35]:
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I = P ×A × T (IPAT)

(1)

Where I = environmental impact, P = population, A = affluence, and T = technology.
The use of the IPAT formula typically involves examining a specific impact, such as resource use
(e.g. oil resource), from a source:
I = P (people) × A (GDP/people) × T (billions of barrels/GDP)

(1.1)

With resulting impact in terms of billions of barrels used.
Alternatively, another specific impact would be the result of human activity dumping a waste or byproduct into an environmental sink, such as CO2 output to be absorbed by various sinks (ocean,
atmosphere, rainforest):
I = P (people) × A (GDP/people) × T (106 metric tons CO2/GDP)

(1.2)

With resulting impact in terms of 106 metric tons CO2 produced.
Environmental impacts contribute to unsustainability. Sustainability means (1) achieving reasonable
rates of usage for renewable resources, such as fisheries, that are less than or equal to their natural
regeneration; (2) pollution, garbage and byproducts of consumption cannot be generated faster than
they can decay and be broken-down into harmless components; and (3) in the long-run we cannot use
non-renewables at all [36,37]. Therefore, the IPAT formula serves as a useful framework for
understanding sustainability.
Environmentalists emphasize the importance and the severity of the sustainability challenge due to
the unrelenting growth in both global population (see Figure 6) and affluence.
Figure 6. World Population.
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World population is currently growing at approximately 1.2% per year. Although the annual growth
increase (inflow) in world population peaked around 1989 to 1990 and the annual growth rate peaked
in about 1963 to 1964 at 2.2%, the world growth rate, while declining, is still projected to be 1.2% to
0.5% for the next 40 years (see [40]). Population growth is exponential growth with a doubling time of
70 years (at 1% growth). Reductions in the growth rate in world population are partly due to increases
in affluence.
Real Gross World Product (as a measure of affluence) grew at 3.5% per year from 1950 to
2009 [36,41,42]. Continuing at this rate would mean that World GDP doubles every 20 years and the
world economy will be four times greater in 2052 than today. Such growth in population and affluence
places a great burden on technology to make enough significant advances to counterbalance the
resulting environmental impacts.
Environmental Kuznets theory states the contradictory assumption that growing levels of affluence
are in fact necessary to develop the sufficient level of technology to mitigate impacts. Testing for
environmental Kuznet effects however is not possible with the IPAT formula. The basic IPAT formula
has been criticized because of its limitation as an accounting equation that does not permit hypothesis
testing between anthropogenic factors and impacts [43,44]. The IPAT formula assumes a proportional
functional relationship so that for example, a doubling of population will lead to a doubling of impact.
The STIRPAT formula on the other hand is a stochastic model that allows for testing of
non-proportional effects on impact and also non-monotonic ones as in the environmental Kuznets
curve hypothesis. However, while the STIRPAT model is most useful for examining precise impacts,
ecological elasticities (the proportional change in environmental impacts due to a change in a driving
force) and those impacts due to other social factors, it also requires extensive data collection with
empirical testing [43].
The usefulness of environmental Kuznets theory rests on the idea that technology can change
sufficiently to offset changes in the driving forces of affluence, industrialization and population
increase. However, the ability to change technology does vary across environmental impacts [33,43].
Thus, technological change can reduce the use of one resource leading to a reduction in one
environmental impact, but through substitution the change could also result in a different set of
cascading environmental impacts [33]. Using STIRPAT to prove that environmental Kuznets theory
helps prevent unsustainability would potentially require testing thousands of environmental impacts.
Further, nations can externalize environmental impacts by importing resources and exporting pollution.
Therefore, addressing whether technology changes will be sufficient to compensate for environmental
impacts due to increased industrialization requires either empirical testing with a comprehensive
measure of impacts or the use of IPAT to give a general sense of overall impact.
Despite drawbacks with empirical testing, IPAT’s strengths include its grounding in ecological
principles, IPATs clear and parsimonious specification, and its utility for illustrating how changes in
driving forces can alter impacts [43]. Thus, a second, simpler approach than empirical testing with a
comprehensive measure is to use the IPAT formula to provide a rough estimate of the amount of
technological change necessary to offset changes in affluence and population. Using the IPAT formula
we address the question: “Given current trends in population and affluence, what level of technology
will be necessary just to keep environmental impacts constant?” First, we estimate a change in world
population from a present day estimate of 7 billion (2012) to approximately 9.2 billion in 2052 (using
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U.S. Census data, see [40]). Second, using the rate of growth of world GDP of 3.5%, affluence will be
four times greater in 2052. Third, we rearrange the IPAT equation to solve for technology change
required (pp. 15–16, [45]):
P2012 × A2012 × T2012 = P2052 × A2052 × T2052

(2)

T2052/T2012= P2012/P2052 × A2012/ A2052

(2.1)

T2052/T2012 = (1/1.31) × (1/4) = 1/5.24

(2.2)

Thus, in order to keep environmental impacts at the same level as year 2012 we will need to use
technology to reduce impacts from industrial production and consumption by a factor of 5 times
present efficiency levels.
3.2. Eco-Efficiency and Sustainability
The next logical question is: “Are changes in technology on the order of 5 times more efficiency
practical?” In order to address this question we can expand on the original IPAT equation (see [46]):
I = P × (GDP/P) × (Q/GDP) × (R/Q) × (I/R)

(3)

Where, I = impact, P = population, (GDP/P) is per capita affluence, and (R/Q) × (I/R) is technology,
and where Q is the quantity of goods and services delivered / time, and R is the quantity of resources
used to deliver those goods and services. The term (R/Q) is the resource intensity and (I/R) is the
impact per unit of resources used. Rearranging Equation 3 produces:
R = Q × (R/Q)

(4)

Equation (4) states that the resources consumed (R) are equal to the quantity of goods and services
delivered (Q) times the resource intensity (R/Q). Resource productivity or eco-efficiency is the inverse
of resource intensity or (Q/R). Thus the resources used in production and consumption can be stated as
R = Q × 1/(Q/R) or:
R = Q × 1/(eco-efficiency)

(5)

Techno-optimists believe that resource use can be greatly reduced and that increases in population
and affluence can, in many cases, be balanced by improvements to the environment offered by
technological systems [35]. However, there is a counter-argument to this line of thinking. The Jevons
paradox is the principle that as technology advances and leads to increases in the efficiency of
resource utilization, consumption of that resource will also increase [47,48]. Thus, actual savings in
resource use means that (∆Q/Q < ∆eco-efficiency/eco-efficiency), or the relative efficiency gain must
outpace the relative increase in consumption [45]. To test this claim, Dahmus and
Gutowski [49] collected data and compared major product categories from materials, transportation,
energy generation, and food production over long time intervals (all time-series greater than 40 years).
They found that, in all cases, consumption outpaces gains from efficiency by a wide margin.
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In addition, the second approach of empirical testing with a comprehensive impact measure was
performed by York et al. [33]. They examined cross-national variation in the ecological footprint (EF)
of nations per unit of GDP to address the question: “Can improvements in efficiency counterbalance
environmental impacts of economic development?” They found that eco-efficiency does in fact
increase as affluence rises, consistent with EKC theory. However, while they found that eco-efficiency
is generally higher in developed nations, they also found that this level is not sufficient to offset the
high resource demands that come with affluence. Their overall findings are that further modernization
of production (increased technology) is unlikely in itself to lead to sustainability, at least in the present
global context. Further, in the short-term at least, modernization and economic development are likely
to place additional burdens on the environment. Generally, their study suggests that efforts to improve
the efficiency of production will need to be used with other policies that take into account the
underlying forces behind production and consumption.
The Jevons paradox originated from observations of market forces, specifically consumer reactions
to market influences and it provides important insight regarding production and consumption [48].
When technology advances allowed for more efficient uses of coal, the supply of coal increased but
this was followed by price adjustments in the market. Consumers reacted to lower prices by adjusting
their behavior and increasing their demand. The same principle has been observed in the U.S. in the
last several decades (see [50]). Motor vehicles have become less polluting and have achieved higher
fuel efficiency. However, consumers have adjusted by acquiring more vehicles, driving more miles
and switching to larger vehicles (e.g. sales of sport utility vehicles have soared). Such reactions from
markets to changes in technology reflect more general phenomena of systems: policy resistance (see
Appendix 1). It is therefore useful and necessary to examine the underlying system structure involved
with consumption, production and technology.
3.3. The Business Industrial Growth (BIG) Model
It appears that technological change should be viewed as a necessary but not a sufficient condition
for achieving our goals of sustainability [50]. Schor [50] argues that a purely technological approach
will fail to achieve the goals of sustainability because the incentives to increase the scale of
consumption are too powerful. In order to examine these forces in greater detail and better understand
their dynamic interplay, we constructed a causal loop diagram of the important business
relationships (Figure 7).
There are a number of well-known causal factors that help make up a common, mental model of
consumption, production and technology. For example, it is conventional wisdom that businesses
should reinvest profits into the business and deploy technology to make operations more efficient.
Increased specialization from technology and scale economies will cause lower variable expenses.
Lower variable expenses then enable lower, competitive pricing strategies. In addition, companies seek
increased size and specialization from growth in order to provide leverage for increased innovation.
More innovation allows for new products and product improvements (higher quality) that lead to
competitive advantages in the marketplace. Each of these business actions drives higher volume which
then feeds the reinforcing feedback loop to higher profits. Higher profits can then be used to drive
further investments.
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While few businessmen would argue with these conventional beliefs, what are often missing in
many mental models are the feedback loops that produce the behavior over time. People tend to view
the world in simple cause-effect relationships but fail to see the many interconnections that produce
endogenous impacts [4,51]. What is not widely understood but implicit within business people’s
mental models are the mutually reinforcing feedback loops that connect business and consumer
behavior (Figure 7). Increased consumption should satisfy consumers and lead to higher levels of
well-being. However, consumption is not equal across parts of society and “competitive consumption”
itself drives further consumption [52]. In Figure 7, Loop B1 portrays a balancing feedback loop where
increases to consumer A’s material wealth decreases their relative wealth gap as compared with
consumer B. As this gap decreases it leads to an increase in consumer A’s happiness which should
then reduce further purchasing below what it would have been otherwise. However, even among
consumers who fall within the top income and consumption bracket, more consumption brings
(fleeting) happiness but it also fuels the desire for complementary products. Purchasing a big screen
television eventually leads to happiness but also to the desire for a high quality, high definition digital
service, and a better set of speakers to render the high quality signal, and so on. Thus, reinforcing
feedback loop R2 dominates leading consumer A to purchase more products. Meanwhile, as consumer
A’s relative material wealth gap decreases, this leads to a decrease in consumer B’s happiness.
This triggers balancing feedback loop B3 as consumer B attempts to reduce their relative material
wealth gap through purchasing more products. This dynamic portrays a competitive consumption
pattern when consumer A’s material wealth exceeds consumer B’s material wealth. The bold-faced
arrows represent the dominate feedback loops in this case. However, a similar pattern also applies
when consumer B’s material wealth exceeds consumer A’s, similar to an “escalation” system
archetype pattern (e.g. “the cold war arms race”).
The business industrial growth model is intended to provide a useful framework to examine the
mutual interdependencies between business and consumer (macro) behavior. Both business and
consumer behavior are much more complicated and the model certainly lacks detail and completeness.
Specifically, the model only portrays business investment at a very high level with a focus on
technology and workforce investments. While all models are wrong in some aspect,
(see pp. 847–853 [4]), this model is useful for its intended purpose and for highlighting the importance
that business size plays in the competitive marketplace. Not only do companies seek the benefits of
specialization to remain competitive but an additional benefit of size means that companies gain
increased bargaining power among suppliers and can command better resource and component prices
(i.e. quantity discounts).
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Figure 7. Business Industrial Growth Model.
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3.3.1. The Problems of Growth: Social Justice and Global Impact
The business industrial growth model is a pervasive force in developed economies.
Small entrepreneurial firms seek business growth for the same reasons as large firms. Business size
and specialization confer competitive advantages. However, first mover advantages that apply to
competitive markets also apply to the global market. Firms in developing nations that have a
significant delay in establishing the reinforcing feedbacks of the BIG model have less capital for
business investment. Competitive disadvantages require shortcuts. The net effect: the wages in foreign
manufacturing are kept artificially low and environmental effects from manufacturing remain
externalized [50]. In other words, manufacturing in developing nations remain competitive in the
global market through: (1) cutting-corners in wage rates by using their considerable bargaining power
over labor, and (2) foreign governments have purposely not regulated environmental externalities in an
effort to help their economies. Both of these effects have kept foreign product prices competitive on
the global market which then leads to: (1) lower supplier and resource expenses for industrialized
nations that utilize outsourcing; and (2) lower retail prices which then trigger “excess consumption.”
Schor [50] defines excess consumption as additional consumption that is triggered by declines in the
prices of goods and commodities caused by the particular organization of the global political economy.
Ironically, since policy makers and politicians stimulate business growth for the benefit of citizens
an unintended effect of feeding the growth machine is the exporting of U.S. jobs overseas (off-shoring
because of cheaper prices) contributing to higher levels of unemployment here and depressed
(sweatshop) wages for developing countries. Higher unemployment in the U.S. provides politicians
with more incentive to stimulate growth. In essence the global market imbalance helps feed the
developed nations’ business industrial growth which then contributes further to the global imbalance.
In fact, neo-liberal economic policy reforms have further fueled this feedback cycle by encouraging
excessive privatization and de-control of capital in developing countries [53].
The current structure of the global economy means that policies to internalize environmental costs
via national regulations will be undercut by global competition. That is, free trade among nations with
differing environmental and labor regulations will result in a standards-lowering competition. The net
result is that more and more of global production will move to countries that do less and less
environmental and labor protection [37].
3.3.2. The Problems of Growth: The Loop You Can’t Get Out of
The business industrial growth model makes explicit some of the economic incentives that drive
both company and consumer behavior. Companies must seek competitive advantages by offering
unique, innovative products that consumers demand and/or, especially in the case of commodity
products, they must be able to offer low prices. This competitive necessity drives business investment
in technology, employment and marketing efforts.
Stopping the forces that drive this behavior may not be easy. First, technology investments improve
productivity and allow companies to produce more with less labor. Business growth then becomes
necessary simply to keep employment levels from dropping [54].
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While the long-run dynamic of this system structure leads to side-effects or problem symptoms such
as global inequality, environmental destruction, habitat loss, resource depletion, social injustice and
war, each actor in the model (including the political decision makers) is compelled to act in their own
short-term, individual interests (i.e. bounded rationality). Thus, the continued reliance on business
growth or “the loop you can’t get out of” [55] is supported by the mental models of citizens that
demand employment opportunity, the politicians that demand re-election and the corporations who
support and fund both groups.
3.4. The New Trend: Sustainable Development and the New-Old Business Model
The concept of sustainable development was first popularized in the 1987 report, Our Common
Future [56]. The report brought into public consciousness a crucial concern—that global economic
growth must be reconciled with the fact of limited natural resources and the dangers of environmental
degradation. The report defined sustainable development as:
“Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.”
Since then the concept of sustainability has been expanded and is typically framed along three
dimensions: social, economic, and environmental [57]. This is consistent with the definition of
sustainability adopted by the United Nations:
Development is a multi-dimensional undertaking to achieve a higher quality of life for all people.
Economic development, social development, and environmental protection are interdependent and
mutually reinforcing components of sustainable development [58].
In recent years, the concept of sustainable development has been advanced as an opportunity for
businesses to seek profits indirectly, that is, the notion that “companies can do well by focusing on
doing good” (see [59–61]). Many corporations have indeed adopted this philosophy and have created
strategies that promote “green products,” and socially responsible behavior including efforts to ensure
that global supply chains do not adversely impact the environment or unfairly exploit “sweat-shop”
labor. Sustainable development has an intuitive appeal and it can be beneficial to profits for various
reasons including: (1) consumers are increasingly attracted to green products and ethical behavior,
(2) reducing the corporation’s carbon footprint results in reduced energy costs, (3) searching for
operations improvements to reduce environmental impacts also simultaneously reduces operations
costs, and (4) reducing potential harm to the environment or other stakeholders reduces a company’s
risk to forthcoming legislation and legal actions, among others.
Despite these obvious benefits to organizations, sustainable development suffers from two major
shortcomings. First, the legal definition of the corporation means that it is the job of management to
satisfy shareholder (owner) interests and thus, maximizing shareholder value must continue to be the
dominant objective of the firm [62]. If corporations do not continue to place profits first, then in
competitive markets these firms obviously may not survive. Meanwhile Freeman et al. [63] argue that
shareholder value is too narrow of a perspective and that a wiser long-term strategy is one that uses a
stakeholder perspective and provides guidance to managers in their day-to-day operations.
Nevertheless, many firms may still be reluctant to adopt sustainable development strategies where such
actions are not deemed immediately necessary for short-term profits. In other words, if not prompted
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by government action the short-term incentive for many firms in many markets means that short-term
profits and shareholder returns will still dominate much decision making.
Second, the effect of actually adopting sustainable development strategies means that companies
will simply find more opportunities to grow. That is, if profit is still the underlying driving force in
competitive economies, then sustainable development simply serves as another competitive weapon.
Thus, sustainable development as it is now conceived is simply another business strategy that enables
more growth [36,55]. Therefore, as with the case for technology solutions presented earlier, sustainable
development must be re-conceptualized or used with other policies that balance or attenuate business
growth or, the sustainability problem simply becomes worse.
4. Solutions to the Fundamental Sustainability Problem
As Hardin pointed out 44 years ago, the population problem is of the class of no technology solution
problems. That is, exponential growth of world population must be dealt with directly, by changes in
man’s behavior, and not simply by technology, tools or advances in science. The fundamental
sustainability problem, living within the limits of a finite planet indefinitely is also a no technology
solution problem because both population and affluence are increasing exponentially and technology
and markets alone are insufficient [64]. If the sustainability problem is not difficult enough an
additional complication arises that is due to the general lack of understanding of how exponential
growth behaves. Exponential growth baffles human judgment and intuition. To see the difficulty that
comes with understanding exponential growth, see Appendix 2.
4.1. Problem Recognition and Definition with Exponential Growth Problems
Although the problem of global sustainability and limits to growth has been known for over 40
years (see [65]), there has been significant delay in fully recognizing, defining and accepting this
problem by the general public, and even by many academics and thought leaders. This is a major
problem because delay, in combination with growth against limits is a recipe for system overshoot and
collapse [64]. Thus, a necessary prerequisite to achieving sustainability is to make sure that there is
wide acceptance and understanding of the nature and severity of the problem.
In the exponential growth example where a resource (i.e., the bottle in Appendix 2) is depleted over
a sixty (60) time unit duration, the resource carrying capacity remains 98% empty with only 10% of
the time remaining until the carrying capacity is completely exhausted! This aspect of exponential
growth means that most citizens and policy makers will not recognize the extent and severity of the
problem of declining resources (see Note 1, Appendix 2). Not recognizing problems causes further
delay and makes potential solutions even more costly and thus less appealing to the public who must
then make greater short-term financial sacrifices [66]. Given our past history and our current political
decision making structure, the likelihood of acceptance, adoption and implementation of solutions that
benefit society in the longer-term, but impose costs in the short-term is very low [67]. In addition, not
understanding exponential growth problems means that large energy firms and much of the public
continue to believe that supply-side strategies (e.g. finding more oil) will allow us to continue with
business as usual. As demonstrated in Appendix 2 (Note 2), this is not possible.
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After understanding some of the impediments that have delayed the sustainability problem
definition phase, below are some suggested steps to get us moving in the right direction.
4.2. Modified Capitalism: Or Markets Alone Can’t Solve the Problem: But They Can Help with
Support from Government Policy
Schor [50] notes the apparent paradox that never before have the technological means to achieve
sustainability existed, yet actual levels of ecological degradation and resource depletion are at record
levels. For example, we have the technology to produce hybrid vehicles with much higher fuel
efficiency yet few Americans are demanding and driving them. Figure 8 displays a causal loop
diagram that shows a “success to the successful” system archetype pattern. If we start reading the
diagram from a decreasing market price of gas it then follows that the demand for gas guzzlers
increases. As the demand for gas guzzlers increases, production increases which then leads to a
decreasing production cost per vehicle and a decreasing market price for gas guzzlers (e.g. SUVs)
which then reinforces further increasing demand for gas guzzlers. In order to get off the SUV demand
loop, one would need to create policy that, in effect, increases gas prices. This would have the effect of
increasing demand and production and lowering cost for the more socially responsible hybrid vehicles.
Unfortunately in a world driven by short-term economic incentives, policy such as a gas tax would not
be politically feasible. However, there still exist socially beneficial public policies that could promote
this behavior. For example, “fee-bates” have been suggested where consumers who choose to purchase
a vehicle that gets below 30 miles per gallon, would be required to pay a fee. Consumers who
purchased vehicles that get above 30 miles per gallon would then receive a rebate (see [68]).
Figure 8. Demand for Industrial Products: Government Intervention and Socially
Responsible Behavior.
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The largest issues that most impact all of us such as global climate change, habitat destruction, and
resource depletion are not easily solved by the private market. Due to bounded rationality and our
current economic incentives, the private market and vested interests, both companies and individuals
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will continue to seek projects that primarily benefit themselves in the short-run. The benefits received
from long-term investments and activities that support the common good, like climate change, are
simply too far into the future [67]. Obvious state interventions such as a new carbon tax would be
welcomed by many “green,” cutting-edge firms. However, a carbon tax, while benefiting the majority
for the long-run will have a negative, short-term impact on some stakeholders. Thus, under our current
democratic form of government, which requires a majority approval, such policy would face little
chance of succeeding (p. 166 [67]).
Government interventions are also required to help manage many natural resource stocks and
ecosystem services. The example from Section 2.2.2, Rebuilding Global, ITQ Fisheries, is a case in
point. Establishing precautionary TAC to help rebuild fish stocks requires short-term sacrifices by the
fishing community. Government intervention in the form of public/private transfers can help fisheries
cope with short-term economic shortfalls [26]. Importantly, the government cost would only be
short-term while fish stocks rebuild to sufficient levels. After that period, normal market forces can
return and successful fisheries can even pay back government aid.
4.3. Power to the People: Smart Government Requires Smart Citizens
Modified capitalism requires a significant increase in the use of government policy to provide the
necessary nudges to steer the free market in directions that are best for the common good. At present,
there is a large segment of the U.S. population that is strictly opposed to larger government. For many,
there is a feeling that government is too large, taxes are too great, and continued high levels of
government involvement is simply inefficient and hinders the proper operation of the free market.
As implicitly expressed in Figure 7, the public looks to policy makers to help stimulate the economy
and keep employment levels high. In essence, each one of us is responsible for keeping the business
growth loop going and driving our unsustainable world.
Instead of remaining in this harmful reinforcing feedback loop, sustainability and system thinking
education must be a major priority to educate citizens, change mental models [36] and move toward
both better government with modified capitalism [67], and toward reduced consumerism [50,54,69].
4.4. Small is Beautiful: Communities as Centers for Economic Activity, Not Just Corporations
According to Jackson [54] we must find ways to achieve balance between the self and our
individual interests versus society and shared endeavor. Our collective interests and shared endeavors
include the maintenance of public goods (e.g. natural stocks, and ecosystem services, etc.) and
understanding the role they play for our mutual long-term benefit. At present government is in conflict
with itself as its two main interests are at odds: (1) the role of government to ensure that long-term
public goods are not undermined by short-term private interests, and (2) the current role of government
as an agent to stimulate and maintain economic growth [54].
While education is crucial for helping us change our mental models and promoting a new paradigm
of sustainability and business, there are other strong influences that shape our conventional wisdom.
Corporations exert a tremendous influence on our attitudes through advertising, promotion, and
funding of cultural and sport activities. In addition, because of their vast wealth, corporations and the
wealthiest of society are able to influence the political discourse through political campaign funding
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and through legal influence of our political system directly (lobbying for legislation). To mitigate some
of this harmful influence that reinforces business growth, there are two necessary steps.
First, while freedom of speech is a necessary prerequisite for a proper functioning democracy, we
should return to the concept of freedom of speech for individual citizens and groups of citizens and
away from the concept of freedom of speech for corporations. Campaign finance reform and other
efforts are moves in the right direction.
Second, a move is necessary away from companies and corporations’ influence and the promotion
of the individual as “nothing more than a consumer” toward a new view of the individual as an
authentic human. Authentic living means a life less directed by the cultural other (corporate societal
structure) and more directed through freer choice by the self. As stated by Ehrenfeld (p. 121, [27]),
“with authenticity modern humans can possibly break free from the grip that technology has upon
them, at least long enough to begin caring for themselves, other humans, and the world of nature.
Without such care, sustainability will always be unavailable.”
A community as a center for economic activity means (1) that work in a community is a human
activity that helps develop the person, (2) human relationships, and the development of social capital is
important, and (3) people have and develop a greater appreciation of place. A community assigns
greater value to human relationships and an economy built around community, as it is intended here,
resembles the concept of Buddhist economics. Specifically, the Buddhist point of view takes the
function of work to consist of at least 3 purposes: (1) to give a man a chance to develop and utilize his
skills and intelligence, (2) to enable him to overcome his ego-centeredness by joining with other
people in a common task, and (3) to bring forth the goods and services needed for a worthwhile
existence (p. 38 [69]).
Buddhist economics is very different from the economics of modern materialism. The Buddhist sees
the essence of civilization not in the multiplication of wants but in the purification of character.
Meanwhile, character is formed primarily by a man’s work (p. 39 [69]). Flowing from this line of
thinking or philosophy is the realization that the quantity of consumption can be reduced by changes to
human goals and desires. A greater emphasis on community can lead to less “over-consumption,” and
less “competitive consumption.” The community as a center for economic activity means greater
emphasis on locally owned, entrepreneurial, small-scale businesses that may be structured as co-ops
(or community owned and operated, see [70]). Consumer/citizens would be inclined to work and
purchase locally since they would have greater incentive to invest in their communities and benefit
from reciprocal cooperation. In fact, grassroots efforts have started along this path through innovative
ideas like community dollars. Trends in resource scarcity, in particular the approaching peak oil crisis,
will likely make globally sourced products less competitively priced and further encourage
community-based economic activity. Even in the U.S., there are already trends in locally
grown food [71].
In addition, the community as a center for economic activity means less emphasis on the use of
technology to boost productivity, with its concomitant replacement or demeaning of labor, and a
greater emphasis on meaningful work and service work. A change in the structure of economic activity
with a greater potential for meaningful work may generate effects such as a greater sense of wellbeing, more leisure and less consumption and less emphasis on a materialistic culture [27,50,54].
Government sponsored investment in ecosystem health, infrastructure, and public works through
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modified capitalism can promote our ecological system health and generate long-term economic
benefits while also providing another avenue for employment [67].
4.5. Community Focus as Solutions for both CPR and Unsustainability Problems
The fundamental sustainability problem can be viewed as a special case of the tragedy of the
commons or as a series of aggregate CPR problems. For example, the largest of our CPR problems
include managing our oceans and global atmosphere. The solution to CPR problems advanced by
Ostrom and colleagues [10–13] rests on the evidence of numerous successfully managed communities
of cooperating individuals. However, community management of global CPRs is enormously difficult
because global CPRs span wide geographic areas and political boundaries. The specific mechanisms of
cooperation are thus more difficult to implement. Nevertheless, this approach, focusing on
communities, can allow us to alter our human and economic goals and can help change the focus of
economic activity providing a more balanced economy that is not as dependent on material throughput.
When people live in communities and find meaningful work independent from large companies and
with less dependence on material goods, they can achieve more direct and longer lasting forms of
happiness via stronger social ties and better work life balance. Sustainability solutions must emphasize
social equity since the ultimate success of any socio-economic system rests on achieving long-term
happiness, quality of life, and social justice for all humans.
5. Conclusions
The problem of un-sustainability is a problem of changing mental models and paradigms.
Currently the world is driven by two major schools of thought: neo-liberal economics and sustainable
development. Policy makers and national governments are pushed by neo-liberal economic thinking to
promote economic growth, globalization and free trade. This approach is touted as an answer to
poverty, unemployment and even as an answer to environmental problems and un-sustainability.
Although one can point to years and years of empirical data that suggest that economic growth is
beneficial for mankind, the world has been changing. Increasingly, when more and more of our natural
resource stocks are pushed to and beyond their limits, it is becoming clearer that our current paradigm
of growth is no longer helping mankind (see [37]). Adam Smith’s notion of the invisible hand, that
individual choice is best for the common good, is not always true. On the other hand, the
counter-philosophy of sustainable development, seeking to do good, we will also do well, is also
problematic. It is a problem because it is currently decoupled from good government policy and social
responsibility and thus it is simply being used by business as a strategy for more business growth.
Because of this, sustainable development is really being implemented as sustainable growth, a
contradiction or oxymoron.
Sustainable growth gives people a false sense of security. Because corporations appear to be taking
responsibility for sustainability people feel the job is being done and they don’t need to change their
own behavior. But, corporations are designed for profit. When corporations take all of the
responsibility for sustainability we get the business industrial growth model with all of its
consequences and problem symptoms.
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Global Institutions and the Tragedy of the Commons
The tragedy of the commons contains two important, underlying principles that cause this problem
behavior: (1) bounded rationality, and (2) growth against limits. A tragedy of the commons problem
can arise whenever systems are (1) arranged in smaller components that are designed with agents that
seek individual interests, and (2) the actions of the agents create growth and (3) there are
physical limits.
Because our socio-economic world is divided up by countries, and because our important
environmental measures are global, such as CO2 output, we could have a tragedy of the commons
scenario developing in the future. Currently, the United Nations has sought to develop a shared
understanding and non-binding agreements among nations to work toward our global sustainability
problems. However, agreements are difficult because each nation can benefit from economic growth
while the cost is shared by all.
There is still cause for hope. Universities are beginning to teach sustainability and companies are
developing necessary, but not sufficient, technologies. It is imperative however that we change how
we live, with a greater focus on community activity, modified capitalism, and a better
educated population.
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Appendix 1. Policy Resistance
Policy resistance is the term that describes how complex systems react to alter the intended
objective of policy interventions [1]. Policy resistance is caused by the mismatch between our simple
mental models of the world and the complexity of our highly interconnected systems [2]. Although our
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educational system is designed along disciplinary specialties, the problems encountered in the real
world span biological, cultural, economic, geographic, physical, and political boundaries (among many
other categories). Although people tend to view events in a simple cause and effect structure the reality
is that our actions impact the environment and generate additional side effects that we don’t anticipate
because our thinking and mental models are too narrow [2].
Since the system structure and information flows generate the long-run behavior we observe,
policies aimed at problem symptoms will alter the system structure and produce compensating
feedbacks [3].
Social systems are especially prone to policy resistance. Social systems that involve humans as
fundamental components are among the most complicated of systems. This is because humans are
intelligent actors who respond to changes in system structure or decision policy. For example,
increases in better technologies have led to cleaner cars but not to less pollution generated. This is
because consumers have acquired more vehicles, larger vehicles (e.g. substitution to sport utility
vehicles), and have driven more miles per vehicle [4]. Such phenomena are not special cases but
reflect a fundamental property of complex systems (see Box 1).
Box 1. Examples of Policy Resistance, adapted from [3].









Road building programs designed to reduce congestion and amount of traffic have had the
opposite effect: increasing traffic, delays and pollution. This is because people respond to the
increased capacity of roads by adjusting their behavior; driving more, taking longer commutes,
and even buying more vehicles [3].
Improvements in residential energy technologies have not led to reductions in household
energy usage because consumers have reacted by building bigger homes and using more energy
requiring appliances [4].
Antibiotics have stimulated the evolution of drug-resistant pathogens making us less safe from
disease and infection [5].
Pesticides and herbicides have not only killed off target populations but have also destroyed
natural predators, led to resistant forms of pests and have factored up the food chain to destroy
higher life forms including, in some cases, humans [6].
Moore’s Law has shown that the number of integrated circuits doubles approximately every
two years (see [7]). But, such exponential growth in computing power would mean that
organizations would need fewer computers. However, the opposite has happened. Advances in
computing power simply mean that individuals and organizations can acquire more computing
power, and do so to remain competitive.
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Appendix 2. Exponential Growth
Table 1. If we start with 1 bacterium in a bottle at 11 am and the bacteria grow at an
exponential rate such that they double every minute, and fill the bottle at 12 pm, at what
point will the bottle be half-full? [1].
Time
11:00 am
11:01 am
11:54 am
11:55 am
11:56 am
11:57 am
11:58 am
11:59 am
12:00 pm

Number of bacteria
1
2
53 minutes later,
18,014,398,509,482,000
36,028,797,018,964,000
72,057,594,037,927,900
144,115,188,075,856,000
288,230,376,151,712,000
576,460,752,303,423,000
1,152,921,504,606,850,000

Bottle, % full
0%
0%

Bottle, % empty
100%
100%

2%
3%
6%
13%
25%
50%
100% full

98%
97%
94%
87%
75%
50%
0%

Note 1: Empirical forecasting and problem definition: The bottle fills for 1 hour, from 11am until full at
12pm. At 11:54am, the bottle is still 98% empty!
Note 2: Supply-side solutions: If at the last minute, 11:59, 3 new bottles are discovered, for a total of 4
bottles or 4 times the original supply, then how long does the new supply last? Answer: 2 bottles are filled at
12:01pm and by 12:02pm, all 4 bottles are filled.
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